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Abstract—Protein structure prediction remains a central
challenge in computational structural biology. Even at the
coarse-grained level of detail, the protein conformational space
is vast, and available energy functions contain many false
local minima. In order to effectively characterize this space,
a conformational search must sample a geometrically-diverse
set of low-energy conformations. Our recently published FeLTr
framework achieves this goal by employing a low-dimensional
geometric projection layer to bias conformational sampling
towards unexplored regions of the search space. In this work we
present a new geometric projection layer based on the effective
connectivity measure, which encapsulates interatomic distances
within a conformation. Extensive analysis indicates that ef-
fective connectivity allows equipping the high-dimensional
conformational search with an effective projection layer. On
several target proteins, this layer improves significantly over
our previous work, resulting in sampling of conformations with
significantly lower lRMSDs to the known native structure.

Keywords-protein native structure; near-native conforma-
tions; probabilistic conformational search; geometric projec-
tion; effective connectivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the early 1970s it was discovered that the amino-acid
sequence of a protein directly determines its biologically-
active structure in vitro [1]. Forty years later, determina-
tion of this ”native” structure remains one of the central
challenges in computational structural biology [2]. The
native structure of a protein can be experimentally deter-
mined though techniques, such as X-ray Crystallography,
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), and Cryo-electron Mi-
croscopy. These techniques are expensive, time-consuming,
and are not keeping pace with the exponential growth of
protein sequences deposited in protein databases. Compu-
tational methods present a complementary approach to elu-
cidating native structures. Effective computational methods
will not only advance our knowledge of protein function but
also lead to novel drug development and assist in our un-
derstanding of protein-protein interactions in supramolecular
assemblies [3]–[5].

The three-dimensional structure of a protein is determined
by the dihedral angles defined over bonds connecting atoms
in a protein chain. A protein conformation represents a

particular arrangement of these angles. Each amino acid adds
four or more dihedral angles and even small proteins contain
up to 100 amino acids. The result is a vast conformational
search space with many degrees of freedom. Summing
over interatomic interactions in a particular conformation
results in a potential energy value. Associating each protein
conformation with a potential energy value results in an
energy surface that underlies the protein conformational
space. The native state consists of protein conformations
associated with the lowest energies in the energy surface [6].

A popular strategy for reducing the complexity of the
search space is to reduce the effective degrees of freedom
through a coarse-grained representation of a conformation
modeling only the protein backbone with two degrees of
freedom per amino acid. The functions available to com-
pute this coarse-grained energy surface, however, are semi-
empirical, leading to a rugged energy landscape poten-
tially rich in false local minima. The vast high-dimensional
conformational space and its rugged energy surface make
the problem of computing native protein conformations a
challenging one [7]–[10]. and For this reason, Monte Carlo-
based sampling techniques remain important in modern
protein structure prediction algorithms [3], [11]–[14].

An emerging template to navigate this vast conformational
space in search of the native structure splits the search into
stages based on the level of granularity [3], [15]–[19]. The
first stage is a coarse-grained search for a diverse set of low-
energy decoy conformations. The second stage then refines
these decoy conformations at the all-atom level of detail. The
goal is to find near-native decoy conformations in stage one
which are close enough that an all-atom refinement can reach
the true native conformation. Shown successful in protein
structure prediction, this template has very early origins in
work by Scheraga and colleagues [20]–[22].

trajectories are often only the first stage in the search
for the native structure. A popular approach for the coarse-
grained search is to launch many independent Metropolis
Monte Carlo (MMC) [3] or Molecular Dynamics (MD) [23]
trajectories. While easily parallelizable, the independent
trajectories cannot be guaranteed to explore different regions
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of the search space. Typically, some form of post-processing
is performed to cluster computed conformations based on ge-
ometric similarity. The goal is to reveal a few representatives
of different interesting regions of the conformational space.
Conformations representative of these regions are then re-
fined at all-atom detail. This process is time-consuming
and can only be afforded on few conformations. For this
reason, it is important that the coarse-grained search reveal
geometrically-diverse conformations.

A different search template has recently been proposed
by the Shehu lab [24], [25]. Instead of exploring the
conformational space through independent trajectories and
relying on analysis aposteriori, the search framework in [24]
conducts a tree-based exploration of the protein conforma-
tional space. Analysis over lower-dimensional embeddings
of the explored conformational space and its energy surface
is conducted during the exploration in order to guide the tree
towards low-energy regions of the energy surface and away
from over-populated regions of the conformational space.

This work examines the ability of a new geometric
measure that discriminates between protein conformations,
known as Effective Connectivity (EC), to improve sam-
pling of a probabilistic search framework guided by low-
dimensional projections. This measure is the first eigenvector
of the interatomic distance matrix and has been proposed by
the Vendruscolo group as a low-dimensional representation
of a conformation’s geometric structure [26], [27].

Here we employ EC to geometrically project confor-
mations sampled during a search. EC is incorporated into
our recently published FeLTr framework which uses a geo-
metric projection layer to ensure structural diversity during
a conformational search [24], [25], [28], [29]. Section III
shows that, for many target proteins, EC is as effective as
our previous approach at biasing sampling towards near-
native conformations and is able to significantly improve
the average lRMSD sampled for several proteins.

A. Related Work

A common approach for a coarse-grained structure pre-
diction is to run my independent MMC trajectories and
cluster the resulting conformations based on geometric sim-
ilarity [3], [15]–[19]. Sampling diverse conformations is im-
portant, as the independent trajectories are often only the first
stage in the search for the native structure. Typically, some
form of post-processing is performed to cluster computed
conformations based on geometrical similarity. The goal is to
reveal a few representatives of different interesting regions of
the conformational space. Conformations representative of
these regions are then refined at all-atom detail. This process
is time-consuming and can only be afforded on few con-
formations. For this reason, it is important that the coarse-
grained search reveal geometrically-diverse conformations.

Performing a single clustering operation on the result of
many MMC trajectories allows for the use of a wide range

of existing clustering methods [30], [31]. However, there
is no guarantee that the independent MMC trajectories will
sufficiently diverge to provide a representative sample of
the energy surface. Brunette and Brock propose an iterative
approach which periodically clusters the results of MMC
trajectories, using the cluster centroids to launch a new set
of trajectories [16]. This approach periodically reapportions
computational resources, but still does not explicitly bias the
MMC trajectories towards diverse conformations.

Our group recently proposed a probabilistic search
framework, FeLTr, which employs a geometric projection
layer to ensure structural diversity during conformational
search [24], [25], [28], [29]. Conformations sampled during
the search are projected onto a low-dimensional geomet-
ric space where they can be efficiently grouped based
on geometric similarity. This allows FeLTr to dynamically
bias further conformational sampling away from regions of
the space which have already been heavily explored. The
Ultrafast Shape Recognition (USR) [32], [33] projection
coordinates employed in FeLTr are shown to effectively bias
sampling towards near-native conformations [24]. However,
analysis shows that conformations with similar USR co-
ordinates may have a least Root Mean Square Deviation
(lRMSD) of more than 2Å.

Finding suitable geometric coordinates to summarize a
protein conformation remains an open problem in bio-
physics [34]. Measures such as lRMSD and radius of gy-
ration mask important differences between conformations.
Computing lRMSD is also expensive, and studies show that
important minima are missed when grouping conformations
by radius of gyration [15].

Q-Score, employs the interatomic distances within a pro-
tein molecule to create an effective similarity measure [9],
[35]. Q-Score computes the full distance matrix between
𝐶𝛼 atoms for each conformation. The difference between
two conformations is then the summation of the difference
between the two distance matrices. Unlike lRMSD, Q-Score
is very accurate at measuring the difference between not only
similar conformations, but also more distant ones and does
so without the need for structural alignment [9]. Q-Score can
also be modified by comparing subsets of the distance matrix
to measure only large differences in global tertiary structure
or only local differences in secondary structure. Despite
many advantages, however, computing the Q-Score between
intermediate decoy conformations requires calculating and
maintaining the entire 𝑛∗ (𝑛−1)2/2 distance matrix (where
n is the number of amino acids in the protein).

The Vendruscolo group recently proposed Effective Con-
nectivity (EC) as a new low-dimensional geometric rep-
resentation of a conformation’s geometric structure [26],
[27]. Like Q-Score, EC is based on the interatomic distance
matrix. However, EC reduces the complexity of the distance
matrix to a threshold-based contact map. EC also reduces the
dimensionallity by storing only the first eigenvector of the
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contact map, which is shown to be a sufficient representation
to reconstruct the full contact map [36].

Work in [26], [27] employs the difference between the
EC of the known native structure and the EC of the current
sampled conformation (let’s refer to it as EC diff) as another
term in the pseudo-energy function minimized during a
MMC search. Through extensive analysis (partial data shown
in Table I), we have been able to replicate these results
on short protein chains. We have found, however, that on
chains longer than 50 amino acids, the use of EC diff in
a simple energy function does not offer improvements over
a physically-realistic energy function. Later work employs
EC diff as an alternative to the Rosetta [37] potential energy
function as post-processing filter over conformations result-
ing from independent MMC trajectories. Analysis reveals a
high correlation between EC diff and lRMSD to the native
structure [38].

The work by the Vendruscolo group demonstrates EC’s
effectiveness as part of a pseudo energy function comparing
decoy conformations to the native structure. The work we
present here examines the ability of EC to differentiate
between two decoy conformations generated during a search
of the conformational space. EC is employed to project
conformations sampled during a search onto a geometric
projection layer. This projection is incorporated into our
recently published FeLTr framework which uses the geo-
metric projection layer to ensure structural diversity during a
conformational search. Section III shows that EC is effective
not only as EC diff, but also as a general purpose geometric
projection layer.

II. METHODS

We first provide a brief overview of FeLTr. A detailed
description can be found in previous publications [24], [28].

FeLTr explores the protein conformational space though a
tree-based search. Pseudo code is provided in Algo. 1. FeLTr
takes a protein sequence 𝛼 as input and outputs an ensemble
Ω𝛼 of low-energy conformations. The root of the search
tree is initialized with an extended conformation (Algo. 1,
lines 1-2). At each iteration, FeLTr selects a vertex in the
tree for expansion through a short MMC trajectory that
employs fragment-based assembly [39]. The effectiveness
of FeLTr relies on a two-level projection layer which biases
selection towards conformations which are both low-energy
and geometrically-diverse.

To select a vertex for expansion, first an energy level
ℓ is selected (Algo. 1, line 4). This level projects each
conformation onto a one-dimensional grid based on potential
energy, grouping conformations in increments of 2kcal/mol.
The selection is made by weighting each energy level such
that 𝑤(ℓ) = 𝐸avg(ℓ) ⋅ 𝐸avg(ℓ). A level ℓ is then selected
with probability 𝑤(ℓ)/

∑
ℓ′∈Layer𝐸

𝑤(ℓ′).
Once an energy level is selected, FeLTr chooses a ge-

ometric cell within ℓ (Algo. 1, line 5). Conformations

are projected into grid cells using USR(section II-A). In
this work, we explore the use of EC to project confor-
mations onto a Locally Sensitive Hash (LSH) embedding
(sections II-B and II-C, respectively). A second weighting
function is used to select a cell according to the formula
𝑤(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙) = 1.0/[(1.0 + nsel) ⋅ nconfs]. The variable 𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑙
is the number of times the cell has been selected in the past
and 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑠 is the total number of conformations which
project into the cell. A conformation 𝐶 corresponding to
both the selected energy level and geometric cell is then
selected uniformly at random (Algo. 1, line 6). This process
biases selection of 𝐶 towards under explored regions of the
conformational space.

The selected conformation 𝐶 is expanded with a short
MMC trajectory that results in a new conformation 𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑤

(Algo. 1, line 7). The length of the trajectory is 𝑛 − 2,
where 𝑛 is the number of amino acids in the target protein.
Each MMC move performs a single trimer replacement as
described in [28]. The energy function used to evaluate
each 𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑤 is a modified version of the AMW [40] energy
function which combines both local and long-range energy
terms as described in previous work [24]. The result of this
expansion is finally added as a new vertex in the search tree
(Algo. 1, line 8) and in the associated output ensemble Ω𝛼

(Algo. 1, line 9).

Algo. 1 A high-level description of the FeLTr framework is
given as pseudo code.

Input: 𝛼, amino-acid sequence
Output: ensemble Ω𝛼 of conformations

1: 𝐶init ← extended coarse-grained conf from 𝛼
2: ADDCONF(𝐶init,Layer𝐸 ,LayerProj)
3: while TIME AND ∣Ω𝛼∣ do not exceed limits do
4: ℓ ← SELECTENERGYLEVEL(Layer𝐸)
5: cell ← SELECTGEOMCELL(ℓ.LayerProj.cells)
6: 𝐶 ← SELECTCONF(cell.confs)
7: 𝐶new ← EXPANDCONF(𝐶)
8: ADDCONF(𝐶new,Layer𝐸 ,LayerProj)
9: Ω𝛼 ← Ω𝛼 ∪ {𝐶new}

A. Ultrafast Shape Recognition (USR)

Our previous implementation of FeLTr employs coordi-
nates taken from the USR method as the geometric projec-
tion layer [32], [33]. USR encodes the shape of a molecule
as a vector of geometric descriptors which contain a subset
of interatomic distances. USR avoids calculating the entire
distance matrix by selecting only a few critical points from
which to measure interatomic distances. This work employs
three of these points: the center of mass of the conformation
(ctd), the farthest 𝐶𝛼 atom from the ctd (fct), and the farthest
𝐶𝛼 atom from the fct (ftf). For each of these points, the
mean Euclidian distance to every 𝐶𝛼 atom in the protein
conformation is calculated.
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Once a conformation is projected into these three USR
coordinates, it is stored in a three-dimensional grid, with
each dimension representing one of the coordinates. Each
dimension is split into 30 cells and the range of the grid
is calculated based on the minimum and maximum possible
radius of of gyration for the protein. The result is an efficient
method for grouping similar decoy conformations generated
during the search.

B. Effective Connectivity (EC)

In this work we explore the employment of EC as the
geometric projection layer over USR. EC represents the
internal connectivity of a conformation as a vector of length
𝑛. The contact map 𝑀 is an 𝑛×𝑛 symmetric matrix, where
𝑛 is the number of amino acids in the protein chain. Each
matrix cell, 𝑀𝑖𝑗 is 1 or 0 depending on whether or not
the two amino acids i and j are in contact. Two amino
acids are in contact if and only if the Euclidean distance
between their 𝐶𝛼 atoms is less than a given threshold
and they are more than three amino acids apart in the
protein sequence (∣𝑖 − 𝑗∣ > 3).The distance between amino
acids which are close in sequence defines the secondary
structure of the protein. Since we employ EC as a measure
of global structure, these secondary structure contacts only
add noise. EC is then the principle (or first) eigenvector of
𝑀 , providing a compact representation of the contact map.

We tested a range of threshold values from 4.5Å to 8.5Å
employed by other studies [26], [27], [38] and found that
there was no consistently optimal value. Additional work
is needed to determine an optimal threshold value based
on protein size and fold characteristics. For consistency, the
results shown in section III all use a threshold value of 7.5Å.

C. Locally Sensitive Hash (LSH)

In our previous implementation of FeLTr, the problem
of grouping similar conformations is solved by mapping
the three USR coordinates onto a three-dimensional grid.
Conformations are then considered to be geometrically sim-
ilar if they lie in the same grid cell. The size, 𝑛, of an
EC array, however, is equal to the number of amino acids
in the target protein chain. With proteins over 100 amino
acids in length, the curse of dimensionality dictates that
an 𝑛-dimensional grid will not be effective at categorizing
conformations by EC. Since EC is already an approximation
of the conformation’s structure, we employ an LSH as an
efficient approximate similarity search technique which has
been shown to be effective on high-dimensional data [41].

The LSH function generates a hash key for each EC array,
mapping geometrically similar conformations to the same
key. An LSH consists of a set of ℎ randomly generated
hyper planes of 𝑛 dimensions, where 𝑛 the length of the
EC array. An EC array then represents a single point in
the 𝑛 dimensional space. A hash key can be computed by
calculating the normal vector to a given point from each

hyper plane. If the direction of the normal vector is negative,
then hash value is 1; otherwise it is 0. The result is a bit
vector of length ℎ, which can be represented as an integer.
In this study, we use 15 as the value of ℎ, since 215 is
approximately the number of grid cells used in our previous
work which employs USR.

III. RESULTS

We compare the results of employing FeLTr using EC, re-
ferred to as FeLTR-EC, over those employing USR, referred
to as FeLTr-USR. We do so on an extensive set of target
proteins with known native structure in the Protein Data
Bank(PDB) [42] . In this work, we report a representative
subset of 10 targets which range in length from 38 to 93
amino acids and cover 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛼/𝛽 folds. Section III-A
briefly describes our experimental procedure. Section III-B
compares EC as a pseudo-energy function (EC diff) to a
physically realistic energy function (AMW). Section III-C
then compares FeLTr-EC and FeLTr-USR with respect to the
minimum lRMSD from the known native structure. Finally,
section III-D presents the distribution of lRMSDs of the
conformations sampled during each experiment.

A. Experiments and Measurements

Each experiment using the FeLTr framework is run until
50, 000-100, 000 conformations are added to the output
ensemble. In practice, this takes about two days of CPU time
on a 2.66 GHz Opteron processor with 8 GB of memory.
USR is simpler to calculate than EC, however, in this context
the difference is insignificant compared to the cost of an
energy function evaluation. Therefore, holding the number
of conformations which must be evaluated constant provides
a fair comparison.

The Experiments comparing MMC using EC diff and
AMW as the energy function are each run for 12 hours
of CPU time on a 2.66 GHz Opteron processor. EC diff
is significantly faster to compute than AMW, and thus
the MMC-EC diff search is able to sample an order of
magnitude more conformations than MMC-AMW for the
same amount of CPU time.

We calculate the lRMSD from the native structure for
each conformation sampled in both FeLTr and MMC using
the heavy backbone atoms N, 𝐶𝛼, C and O.

B. EC diff

We initially performed a series of experiments to judge
the effectiveness of EC as an energy function. An MMC
search of the protein conformational space was conducted,
using EC as part of the energy function. To analyze this, we
carefully compensated for the difference in range between
the physically-realistic AMW energy function and the EEC
pseudo-energy function. This was done through weights
to scale the value of AMW versus that of EEC. Based
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Table I: The lowest lRMSD from the native structure obtained by each algorithm is shown. Columns 5 and 6 show the
results for MMC using both EC diff and AMW as the energy function. Columns 7 and 8 show FeLTr employing both USR
and EC as the geometric projection layer.

avg(min) lowest lRMSD in Å

PDB ID length fold MMC-AMW MMC-EC diff FeLTr-USR FeLTr-EC

1 1ail 70 𝛼/𝛽 2.2 4.1 4.0 4.6

2 1c8cA 64 𝛼/𝛽 6.8 6.4 6.1 7.7

3 1cc5 76 𝛼 6.6 6.3 5.7 7.0

4 1fwp 69 𝛼/𝛽 6.7 7.0 7.4 7.5

5 1hz6A 67 𝛼/𝛽 5.7 5.6 6.4 6.7

6 1isuA 62 𝛼/𝛽 6.0 6.1 6.5 7.2

7 1wapA 68 𝛽 7.0 7.0 8.7 8.4

8 2ezk 93 𝛼 7.5 5.6 7.4 7.3

9 2i2v4 38 𝛽 4.3 4.1 4.2 3.9

10 4icb 76 𝛼 4.8 5.5 5.3 5.2

on the results, we did not observe dramatic differences
between an MMC exploration with AMW as the energy
function or an MMC exploration with EEC as the energy
function. These results, juxtaposed in Table I, suggest that
EC can work as well as AMW, and its next employment
as a geometric measure between two conformations merits
further investigation.

C. EC versus USR

We compare the ability of FeLTr to sample near-native
conformations using USR and a 3d grid (FeLTr-USR) and
EC with LSH (FeLTr-EC). Table I shows the minimum
lRMSD from the native structure reached by each method
on the 10 target proteins. The results show that the minimum
lRMSD found by FeLTr-USR and FeLTr-EC is within 0.5Å
for 6 of the 10 target proteins, with 4 cases where FeLTr-EC
performs significantly worse than FeLTr-USR.

D. Histogram Analysis

Table I shows the minimum lRMSD from the native
structure achieved in each setting. This is a useful metric
to compare each method, but it can be distorted by outlying
data. Therefore, Figure 1 plots the ensemble of conforma-
tions produced as a distribution of the lRMSDs from the
native structure for each conformation sampled. Figure 1
shows that, while FeLTr-EC and FeLTr-USR result in similar
minimum lRMSDs, the average lRMSD of sampled con-
formations is lower for FeLTr-EC on four target proteins.
This suggests that the use of EC and LSH for the geometric
projection layer has a significant effect on specific proteins.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work investigates the effectiveness of EC combined
with LSH as a new low-dimensional projection layer in
a probabilistic search framework guided by projections.
Results show that EC works as well as USR in many
cases. Analysis of the ensemble distribution in Figure 1

shows some bias towards lower-lRMSD structures on a few
selected proteins. While this effect fails to improve the
minimum lRMSD sampled, it is an interesting observation
that merits further investigation. Since the effectiveness of
EC does not appear to correlate to protein length or fold
topology, further study is needed to determine why EC is
more effective on certain proteins. An interesting observation
elucidated by this work is that the employment of EC is
more powerful as a projection coordinate than as part of
an energy function. Physically-realistic energy functions are
more effective than EC on medium protein chains.
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